Nature-Inspired Play
“52% of American adults consider local parks to be ‘nature.’”
- Nature of Americans Study by DJ Case and Associates, 2016. natureofamericans.org
With childhood obesity and behavioral disorders on the rise, the benefits of nature-inspired play have taken center stage, from local playgrounds to Capitol Hill.

Research shows that children who play in natural settings are typically healthier, happier and more likely to appreciate the world around them. Green space, sunlight and fresh air can reduce the symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, improve academic performance, increase motor skills, strength and coordination—even help build social skills. The benefits go on and on.

Our nature-inspired collection is a natural fit when it comes to planning outdoor play spaces. It combines the adventure and wonder of nature with the durability, safety and low maintenance of high-quality equipment. Surround your playstructure with real trees, plants and gardens, and you have created the optimal setting for childhood play—even better than Mother Nature intended.
With The Canyon Collection®, rocks are no longer isolated events set apart from the rest of the playground. This integrated rock-climbing experience kindles the spirit of adventure with realistic rock panels that attach directly to a PlayBooster® playstructure, creating new heights in continuous play for 5- to 12-year-olds.

This configurable collection of rocks, decks and nets can be combined in a variety of ways. Choose from four unique formations or individual pieces to create your natural playspace.
The Canyon Collection®

FORMATIONS
• 72” deck
• Deck accommodates wheelchair turnaround
• Direct bury only
• Maximum fall height 76” (1,93 m)

FORMATION 1
• All four rocks structured around a fully enclosed Canyon Deck
• #207577

FORMATION 2
(shown on page 2)
• All four rocks structured around a Canyon Deck
• Add any one compatible PlayBooster component
• #207578

FORMATION 3
• Three rocks—Ascent, Bend, Chimney—structured around a Canyon Deck
• Add any two compatible PlayBooster components
• #207579

FORMATION 4
• Three rocks—Ascent, Chimney, Den—structured around a Canyon Deck
• Add any two compatible PlayBooster components
• #207580

A. THE ASCENT® ROCK CLIMBER
• Connects to a Triangular, Square or Hexagon Deck when installed individually
• Maximum fall height 72” (1,83 m)
• #207581

B. THE BEND® ROCK CLIMBER
• Connects to a Square Deck when installed individually
• Maximum fall height 72” (1,83 m)
• #207582

C. THE CHIMNEY ROCK® CLIMBER
• Connects to a Triangular, Square or Hexagon Deck when installed individually
• Maximum fall height 76” (1,93 m)
• #207583

D. THE DEN® ROCK CLIMBER
• Connects to a Hexagon Deck when installed individually
• Maximum fall height 72” (1,83 m)
• #207584

THE CHIMNEY/DEN ROCK CLIMBER (not shown)
• Two rocks connect to a Hexagon Deck
• Maximum fall height 76” (1,93 m)
• #207585

E. CANYON CORKSCREW NET WITH ROCK
• Maximum fall height 72” to 76” (1,83 m to 1,93 m)
• Cables in black only
• #207851

F. CANYON HIGH WIRE NET WITH ROCK
• Maximum fall height 72” to 76” (1,83 m to 1,93 m)
• Cables in black only
• #207852
Tree House

Bring nature into your playground! Build a Tree House for 5- to 12-year-olds with nature-inspired PlayBooster® components or for 2- to 5-year-olds with PlayShaper®. Then enrich the environment with components like Log Benches, a Log Crawl Tunnel and even a split Log Balance Beam. And don’t forget to plant lots of trees and gardens to encourage kids to explore the world around them.

WE TOOK MOTHER NATURE’S LEAD

Our Tree House components are all inspired by the great outdoors. Made of hand-painted concrete for a realistic look and texture taken from real tree bark impressions, its playground-friendly durability and 100% post-consumer recycled plastic wood-grain planks enhance the kid-made theme.
Discovery Tree Climb

• Tree branches support 48” and 72” decks
• #169322 PlayBooster

FEATURES
• Tree climber
• Recycled wood-grain climbing planks
• Interactive talk tubes
• Age ring tracing panel
• Hidden squirrel
• Curious raccoon
• Posts with recycled wood-grain handholds
Nearly all the 8- to 12-year-old children in our study said contact with nature made them happier and healthier and deepened their relationships...
Their parents agreed with this assessment.” – Nature of Americans Study by DJ Case and Associates, 2016. natureofamericans.org
Create Your Own Nature-Inspired Playground

A. Corkscrew Climber with Recycled Wood-Grain Handholds
   • Attaches to deck heights 32” to 72”
   • #172666 PlayBooster®

B. Firepole with Recycled Wood-Grain Handholds
   • Attaches to deck heights 32” to 72”
   • #169317 PlayBooster

C. SlideWinder2® with Tree Branch Support
   • Attaches to 72” deck height
   • #169316 PlayBooster
LOOP POLE WITH RECYCLED WOOD-GRAIN HANDHOLDS
(not shown)
• Attaches to deck heights 32” to 72”
• #172665 PlayBooster

A. WOOD PLANK WIGGLE LADDER
• Attaches to deck heights 32” to 72”
• #169318 PlayBooster
• #185862 PlayShaper®

B. LOG STACK CLIMBER
• Attaches to deck heights 48” to 72”
• #183193 PlayBooster
• #183195 PlayShaper

C. TREE STUMP TRANSFER MODULE
• #169321 PlayBooster
• #173585 PlayShaper

D. RECYCLED WOOD-GRAIN PANEL
• #169319 PlayBooster
• #173586 PlayShaper

E. MUSHROOM STEPPERS
• #175179-175181 PlayBooster
• #185863 PlayShaper
• #171568-171573 Freestanding Play

F. FOSSIL DIG
• For ages 2 to 5
• #170791 T-Rex Bones
• #170792 Sea Shells
• #170793 Dino Eggs
A. LOG BALANCE BEAM
• 12” H x 98” L
• For ages 2 to 12
• #173596

B. LOG STEPPERS
• #175572-175574, 169320
  PlayBooster®
• #185861 PlayShaper®
• #173907-173909
  Freestanding Play

C. LOG CRAWL TUNNEL
• For ages 2 to 12
• #173594
Rock Climbers

The challenge of real rock, with safety built in. These realistic-looking climbers are sure to engage kids of all ages with the rugged fun found only in nature. Our hand-painted concrete rocks feel like the real thing and contain embedded plant and animal fossils to discover. A variety of hand- and footholds provide kids with as much or as little climbing challenge as they want. And our modular design means hundreds of play possibilities: Connect a rock climber to a PlayBooster® playsystem, use it as a Freestanding Play event or create multiple levels of climbing possibilities by combining two, three or more rocks.

A. THE PINNACLE™ ROCK CLIMBER
• Our largest and most challenging climber
• Maximum fall height 74” (1.88 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
• #156066 PlayBooster
• #156065 Freestanding Play

B. THE POINTE™ ROCK CLIMBER
• Same rugged features as The Pinnacle, in a more compact structure
• Maximum fall height 56” (1.42 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
• #156068 PlayBooster
• #156067 Freestanding Play

C. THE PEAK™ ROCK CLIMBER
• Sized just right for smaller hands and feet
• Maximum fall height 40” (1.02 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
• #160420 PlayBooster Climber—Ground to 40” Deck
• #160421 PlayBooster Bridge—Between 32” and 40” Decks
• #160423 PlayShaper
• #160418 Freestanding Play

D. THE STEPPER™ ROCK CLIMBER
• Perfect for young climbers just learning basic climbing skills
• Maximum fall height 24” (0.61 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
• #160422 PlayBooster
• #160424 PlayShaper
• #160419 Freestanding Play
AdventureScapes®

Climbers  Recommended for ages 5 to 12

Rugged rocks, challenging nets: The ultimate climbing combination. Made from durable, hand-painted concrete, AdventureScapes® designs help kids build upper-body and core strength as they maneuver from one component to another and back again, and promote limitless imaginative, kid-directed games. And because they weigh less than other climbing boulders, our AdventureScapes climbers ease installation and freight expense.

AdventureScapes can:
• Stand alone
• Link together
• Connect to other playstructures

Choose from several configurations to fit a variety of spaces and budgets. Or customize your own.
DESIGNS 1-2
• Maximum fall height 56” (1.42 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing

DESIGN 1
• #174450 PlayBooster®
• #168364 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 2
• #174451 PlayBooster
• #168365 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 3-9
• Maximum fall height 74” (1.88 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing

DESIGN 3
• #174452 PlayBooster
• #168366 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 4
• #174453 PlayBooster
• #168367 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 5
• #174454 PlayBooster
• #168368 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 6
• #174455 PlayBooster
• #168369 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 7
• #174456 PlayBooster
• #168370 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 8
• #174457 PlayBooster
• #168371 Freestanding Play

DESIGN 9
• #174458 PlayBooster
• #169105 Freestanding Play
Facet™ Forms Recommended for ages 5 to 12

Kids will be drawn to this collection of modular forms that is inspired by the natural geometries of geodes, minerals and other elements in nature. Facet™ Forms invite endless chances to climb and explore. Made from concrete, these cool and contemporary-looking structures will withstand years of rugged activity.

Facet Forms can:
• Stand alone
• Play-functionally link together

Choose from several configurations to fit a variety of spaces and budgets. Or customize your own.
A. FACET BENCH
- Available as single, C-shaped double or S-shaped double
- Antique Mahogany Recycled Plastic Lumber
- Bench Height 18” (0.46 m)
- Single is 29” x 92” (0.74 m x 2.34 m)
- C-shaped double is 45” x 160” (1.14 m x 4.06 m)
- S-shaped double is 31” x 165” (0.79 m x 4.19 m)
- #235526

B. FACET STEPPERS
- Maximum fall height equals stepper height with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
- #237103 14” (0.36 m) height
- #237104 22” (0.56 m) height
- #237105 28” (0.71 m) height

C. FACET BALANCE BEAM
- Maximum fall height 12” (0.30 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
- Available in single, double (not shown) or triple configurations
- For ages 2 to 12
- #237934

D. FACET CRAWL TUNNEL
- Maximum fall height 42” (1.07 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
- For ages 2 to 12
- #237935

E. FACET CRAWL TUNNEL WITH STEPPER(S)
- Available with one or two steppers
- Maximum fall height 42” (1.07 m) with 12” (0.30 m) surfacing
- #237936

“Humans are hardwired to need nature—because we are part of it.” – Condi Ward, Teaching Young Children Vol. 8 No. 1 “Connecting Young Children with Nature.” naeyc.org
Creating Your Unique Natural Play Environment

The great outdoors is the number-one spot where kids can play naturally, making up their own games while freely exploring the world around them.

Landscape Structures can help you design your own, one-of-a-kind playground that blends into the surrounding environment—or introduces the wilds of nature to urban landscapes.

Our approach to nature-inspired custom and theme playgrounds is as individual as your imagination. We have created realistic animals, tree slides, climbing walls and more. Look to our design team for great ideas to get you started—or bring us your own amazing concepts. Everything in our design process is driven by your unique goals.
Complete your nature-inspired playground with distinctive site furnishings that celebrate the great outdoors. Select among these nature-inspired shapes, textures and colors, all of which harmoniously blend in with the natural element.

100% Recycled Polyethylene

**A. LOG BENCH**
- Hand-painted concrete
- 16” H x 72” L
- #173595

**B. LEAF BIKE RACK**
- TenderTuff™-coated steel
- Holds four bikes
- #185671

**C. WOOD-GRAIN BENCH**
- Cedar only or cedar/mink blend
- With or without back
- With or without arm rests
- 70” or 94” lengths
- #186583
A. ACORN SEAT
- Hand-painted concrete
- 16-1/2” high
- #186579

B. TODDLER PICNIC TABLE
- Perfect size for younger kids
- Seats 13” high, 30” long
- #175949

C. LITTER RECEPTACLE
- Optional dome available in brown only
- 24-gallon liner
- #100094

D. WOOD-GRAIN RECYCLING RECEPTACLE AND WOOD-GRAIN LITTER RECEPTACLE
- Cedar/mink blend
- Lids in acorn only
- Engraved symbols on lids
- 32-gallon liner
- #186585 Recycling
- #186584 Litter

E. RECYCLED CONTOUR SERIES BENCH
- With or without back
- With or without arm rests
- 60” or 96” lengths
- #111640

F. ARM REST
- Steel arm in TenderTuff brown or gray
- #114767

G. POLY PICNIC TABLE
- A variety of configurations for wheelchair access
- #113139
Looking for that final, just-right addition to your nature-inspired playstructure? Complete the look with these creative elements.

A. PINE TREE ACCENT TOPPER
- Adheres to PlayBooster® post tops
- 57” H x 29” W
- #178470

B. PALM TREE ACCENT TOPPER
- Adheres to PlayBooster post tops
- 29” H x 78” W
- #178469

C. RECYCLED TREE HOUSE ROOF
- Optional “Kids Only” sign (shown) and black stovepipe chimney
- #211190 PlayBooster
- #211191 PlayShaper®
“93% of children ages 8 to 12 really like being outdoors around nature.”
- Nature of Americans Study by DJ Case and Associates, 2016. natureofamericans.org
Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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